Guidance for setting Echo Dot

1. **Complete product networking configuration in the SIMCAM APP.**
   
   Please complete device’s network configuration and upload face information by following the SimCam APP instruction guide.

2. **Configure Echo Dot device**

   If you have already configured Echo Dot, you can skip this step.

   - open the Alexa APP and click the ‘Setting’ in the upper left corner. Then choose ‘Set up a new device’
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   - Select ‘Echo Dot’ in here.
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• Select a language in the **RED FRAME** and choose ‘Continue’
• When the screen shows as the picture above, plug your Echo Dot into a power
  
  until the orange light brights then tap ‘Continue’
• Connect your phone with the WIFI ‘Amazon-6UG’, which was send out by the equipment.

• Return to the APP interface and click ‘Continue’
• Then select your Wi-Fi and click 'Connect'

• It may take a few minutes for Echo Dot to connect with the network.
• Click 'Continue' when ‘You Echo Dot is online’ appears

3. Bind with the SimCam account
• Choose ‘Skills’ from the top left menu button
• Search for ‘AI camera’ and choose the skill

• Select ‘SETTINGS’
• Input your account and password registered on the SIMCAM APP and you will bind it successfully.

4. Control your camera with Echo Dot.
   Now turn to the Echo dot, we could open SIMCAM camera by the voice ‘Alexa, open AI camera’ and ask for information about our family members. Such like ‘How many visitor today’ ......